
 

Google is combining its Android software
and Pixel hardware divisions to more broadly
integrate AI
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Google logos are displayed when searched for Google in New York, Sept. 11,
2023. Google said it will combine the software division responsible for Android
mobile software and the Chrome browser with the hardware division known for
Pixel smartphones and Fitbit wearables. It is part of a broader push to integrate
artificial intelligence more broadly throughout the company. Credit: AP
Photo/Richard Drew, File
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Google will combine the software division responsible for Android
mobile software and the Chrome browser with the hardware division
known for Pixel smartphones and Fitbit wearables, the company said
Thursday. It's part of a broader plan to integrate artificial intelligence
more widely throughout the company.

In a letter to employees, Google CEO Sundar Pichai said the changes
will "turbocharge the Android and Chrome ecosystems" while helping to
spur innovation.

The decision will place both operations under the oversight of Rick
Osterloh, a Google executive who previously oversaw the company's 
hardware group. Not long ago, Google insulated Android development
from the hardware division, saying it wanted to avoid giving its phone
designers an unfair advantage over the other major smartphone makers
who used Android—including Samsung and Motorola, as well as
Chinese companies such as Oppo and Xiaomi.

Then a few years ago, Google started to position the Pixel as a flagship
for demonstrating what AI could accomplish and leaned heavily into
developing features that could demonstrate its potential. That meant
more integration of AI hardware and software to power those features on
mobile devices.

In an interview with The Verge, a tech publication, Osterloh noted that
AI is the primary reason for bringing together Google's consumer
hardware and software engineers. He argued that phone technology is
already growing more dependent on AI, citing the development of the
Pixel camera, which among other things uses the technology for features
that enhance nighttime photos or automatically choose the best of several
closely timed shots.
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https://blog.google/inside-google/company-announcements/building-ai-future-april-2024/
https://techxplore.com/tags/hardware/
https://www.theverge.com/2024/4/18/24133881/google-android-pixel-teams-reorg-rick-osterloh
https://techxplore.com/tags/software+engineers/


 

Combining the teams, Osterloh added, is a way for Google to move even
faster on infusing AI into its features. Designing the Pixel camera
several years ago, he said in the interview, required deep knowledge of
not just the complex hardware and software systems involved, but also
the then-early AI models used for image processing.

"That hardware-software-AI integration really showed how AI could
totally transform a user experience," Osterloh said. "That was important.
And it's even more true today."

"What you're now starting to see Google do is flex its core AI innovation
engines," said Chirag Dekate, an analyst with Gartner. "Google wants to
dominate the AI, the commanding heights of the emerging AI economy,
both on the consumer side as well as on the enterprise side, essentially by
infusing AI everywhere and by connecting it."

Meanwhile, the chief of Google's software division, Hiroshi
Lockheimer, is left without a title and, according to Pichai's letter, will
be starting some other unnamed projects. Lockheimer did join Osterloh
for the Verge interview, though, and the two men insisted the changes
weren't the result of a power struggle.

Google is also reorganizing its AI research and responsibility groups,
although those changes mostly won't directly affect consumer
products—at least not for now.

© 2024 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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